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About This Game

Mina’s rescue from the end of the first game is cut dramatically short and she and primate pal Jep are left again on the
mysterious island to fend for themselves! Mina needs to dress her wounds and keep safe against the local wildlife, but now she

has the assistance of the player controlled Jep who can fit in smaller spaces, move deftly through the jungle and even
communicate with other animals in their bid to survive. Using even more combinations of items throughout the island, Mina and

Jep will need to recover from their traumatic circumstances and find another way, any way, off the mysterious island!
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Im really digging this demo of Mass Effect Andromeda

On a more serious note, this is just another generic rpgmaker asset ridden game.
 I can understand that the intent for this game was to promote awareness for attention deficit disorder, but that doesnt cut it. Its
supossed to be a game, but it feels more like some sort of psa drag.
And sweet moist Vishnu, crashes are so frequent that it makes me think im playing Princess Dianna Simulator
By the way, is it REALLY necessary to fill the screen the Autism awareness puzzle logo? We know we are playing an autism
related game but i find it the usage of this icon as fx to be  OVERKILL. This game follows the Breakout style where you try to
keep the ball up and destroy blocks and monsters. It has various power-ups availalbe but nothing super unique that you have not
seen in similar style games. Story is interesting with some humor. Overall a decent little game for killing free time.. love the
game, wish you could pick the number of rounds. Cossacks II Electric Boogaloo.

As of 25 Oct 2018 they have updated the game so that it works on windows 10.. Rynn's Adventure is a simple but challenging
platformer that has a charming and vibrant look and feel to it. I've put 2 hours into this game so far and have conquered five out
of the nine levels, a pretty standard length for a platformer.

I particularly enjoy being able to play the levels in any order you choose. It sometimes helps to come back and try a stage again
once you've obtained a certain powerup - my favourite is the Wizard that shoots heat-seeking missiles. The music and level
design are both pretty decent, with only a few gameplay sections that seemed unfair.

Overall, this game is a solid effort from Arcane Four Studios. I would recommend it for any platforming fan who doesn't mind a
bit of a challenge.. Review Time!

I found this neat little tool fun and has a lot of good uses whether if it’s for game development or just to play around with. There
is a small learning curve to the software but it’s not too hard to figure out, especially if you are following a tutorial. After your
first project you are left thinking “That’s it? Well that was easier than it looked.”

Here is a video of my first attempt at Spriter. I know it looks like limping but hey, first try xD. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k0DUxKcD6c0

What I really liked about Spriter.
• Very easy to use. You can pretty much create animations with very little key frames to input but the more key frames, the
more details.
• Can animate it based on a skeleton. (Finally! software that does this for 2d art without a massive learning curve).
• You can save multiple animations in a single project.
• Easy to use interface that can be docked and undocked.
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• Pixel art mode to go into more details.
• Easy to control time line. You can work with individual timelines for each object.
• Being able to save as sprite sheets, Images, and animated gifs.
• Has interpolation which a lot of software like these lacks.

Now with all of its features, it does have a few things that it lacks.

• You can only work with a folder preset for each project, a bit troublesome if you have different folders all over the place.
• Saving generally large files can cause the program to hang for a bit. It would also be a nice feature to save as a video file as
well.
• Careful when modifying save settings. Having a bad setting will force the program to crash and if you haven’t saved your
project, it’s gone. (For example, don’t have a negative resolution).

With that said, I give Spriter a solid 8/10. It is a very good tool for developers with only a few minor quirks holding the software
back a bit.
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Wonderful game. I played very little this game and even if I have it since the first not really successfully release, since I have
hundreds of other titles to try, I did not give this game a chance until now. As you can imagine having so many games my
patience is also limited, so after 20 minutes of trying all graphic settings and not being able to do anything my first thought was
to delete it and move to something else.
I took my time to write this for everyone like me who felt frustrated from the unresponsive unappealing first few minutes in the
game but was still curious about this game.
First experience (roughly less than 20 minutes): load the game in a decent specced computer, go through a not really informative
character creation screen, interesting presentation of the game and lore, graphic horrendous, 2/4 seconds of delay from selecting
an action and its realization, etc. After changing all possible graphic settings noticed no improvement and I closed the game
frustrated.
Second experience (roughly an hour plus another hour of browsing in Internet): I noticed many people enjoyed the game so I
thought they must have managed to play it. Some suggested to read the manual, and although if it presents really well the game
setting and lore, it helps very little in how to configure the game or in explaining for example the character creation (if you are
familiar with RPGs the instructions don’t tell much more than you already know but still leaves doubts regarding some game-
specific mechanics). I then decided to change the graphic settings before loading the game. Closed the game and restarted to
ensure the settings were applied and then I could load the game and start using it properly. Most commands can be configured
but using the mouse to walk can be frustrating as the character will crash on any object on his path without trying to move
around it. WASD controls work better especially after I discovered I can move the camera using the right button of the mouse.
Conversations are ok and my inventory stuffed up pretty soon. There are several bugs, like the map functionality first time was
loaded completely black leaving me wondering, but reopening it fixes the problem and is actually pretty clear and informative.
In summary after an initial frustration I found that the game is not bug-free but playable and the settings are actually really
interesting. The developers, which is trying to build a trilogy, from the little I followed them (even through the second
kickstarter I did not back) seem honest and caring about their game (they could have left and abandoned the project after the
heavy critics of the first game, instead they republished a new version). It’s not an early access game (although it receives some
updates and some content from the second game) and as such it should (and I feel it is) playable. If you like the genre I would
recommend to consider it on sale but if you don’t have the patience to configure the game and lose a significant amount of time
just to start it avoid it.
I will keep updating this review as I go through the game and I may even change my opinion, but so far I feel the lack of this
kind of games and I’m willing to give this one a chance.. I love this, gfx are done well, reminds me of an old arcade shooter,
except you in space, no floor, and remote controlling a fighter ship.. This game is immensely fun, you can pick it up and play
just a couple of levels but you will probably find yourself playing for hours. The replayability of the game comes in the form of
trying the same levels over and over to finish them or get a high score, while this may sound dull the game manages to be quirky
enough with the right mixture of different game-play elements that it never gets stale. The devs were not lying when they said
the game is hard, sometimes it will take several attempts just to finish a level as you try and build up the required buildings and
power ups via the 'spins' mechanic to complete a level, but when you do it feels very satisfying. I would recommend anyone who
likes micromanagement, arcade or tower defence games to try this out. You won't be disappointed.. Still better than Call of Duty
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